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Abstract— In a technology where multiple networks are often
deployed in concurrency, significant resource underutilization is
witnessed in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). As the
manufacturing and deployment costs drop, multiple networks are
introduced in overlapping vicinities to satisfy new functional
requirements. Mostly with dedicated goals and deterministic
operation schemes, practitioners seldom investigate the usability
of visible resources already deployed in the region of interest,
their utilization and the accommodation for transient resources
that “pass-by” with a set of functional capacities. This paper
presents a framework for classifying resources that contribute to
the set of functional capacities of WSNs deployed in a given
region, and the mapping of functional requirements set by
multiple applications on these resources. We present a utility
function to cater for successful utilization of transient resources;
highlighting their importance in WSN longevity as well as
dynamicity. An optimal formulation is presented for this
mapping, with tunable rounds that cater for the temporal
behavior of the network and its constituting resources. A use case
further explains this paradigm.
Keywords- sensor networks, linear optimization, transient
resources, resource reuse, dynamic topology, multiple applications

I.

INTRODUCTION

The evolution of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and
spread of its domains generated great interest in its adoption.
With simple transceivers and hard-coded operations, much
dependency grew on a technology promising autonomous
operation and low-cost efficient monitoring. This static
paradigm has long been the mainstream in WSN research.
In recent years, however, the demand and density of
deployments has generated a phenomenon rarely noted in
earlier designs; the overwhelming underutilization of resources
across multiple deployments. In most implementations,
designers and practitioners were mostly interested in deploying
enough resources in a SN (sensing boards, processors and
memory, etc) to ensure a multitude of functional capabilities.
These mainly constituted ensuring connectivity and coverage,
improving reliability of communication and accuracy of
sensing, respectively, and adopting control mechanisms and
protocols (MAC, routing, etc) to prolong network lifetime.
Unfortunately, the prominent factors of hindrance, and the
true bottlenecks in performance, are inherently hidden in the
design principals of such WSNs. In isolation, little problem is
seen with efficient operation, as networks are deployed to cater
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for specific (usually a single) applications. However, the bigger
picture including all networks in a given region would prove a
great deal of resource underutilization. For example, having a
sensor network exhausting its nodes in relaying messages, say
on a given campus, while access points with high connectivity
and unlimited power are within its vicinity.
We hereby note two main factors that hindered dynamicity
and true efficiency in deployment and operation: (1) visibility
and utilization of resources in the vicinity of a given WSN
deployment, and (2) capitalizing on resource-rich devices that
“pass-by” the region of deployment. It is important to note the
definition of a resource here as an object that possesses
functional capabilities, and has the means (e.g. wireless
transceivers) to interact with the network. A more rigorous
definition is presented later in the paper. The former factor has
been detailed in [1], whereby a resource re-use paradigm has
been introduced in remedy; including the optimal mapping
problem to incorporate multiple applications in running over
multiple co-existing WSNs.
Moreover, the benefits of true utilization of resources over
multiple networks extend beyond running multiple
applications. In fact, a platform for utilizing heterogeneous
resources would aid network scalability, dynamicity in design,
resilience to failures and cost of deployment per function. That
is, adding functionality to the network no longer dictates
deploying a new network, but simply introducing nodes to the
region with the needed function augmented to the current.
The importance of catering for transient resources stems
from their pervasiveness in today’s settings, and the projected
spread and density projected in the recent future. For example,
a single smart phone possesses significant processing, storage,
communication and sensing capabilities [2]. Moreover, it has
the ability to communicate over multiple access networks
(cellular, Bluetooth, WiFi, etc); with the eminent transition of
vertical-handoffs to an efficient resource management tool [3].
Our contribution is thus three fold, namely: (1) presenting
an architecture for transient resources, elaborating on their
functional capacity and utility by WSNs in its vicinity, and (2)
presenting an optimization formulation for adapting the
network infrastructure to optimally assign available resources,
both static and dynamic, to the requested applications. Also, we
(3) highlight the utility of transient resources in network
longevity, resilience and scalability.
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The remainder of this paper is presented as follows. Section
II presents the background and motivation to this approach,
with emphasis on the different streams of research targeting
dynamicity and serviceability. The resource model highlighting
the identification, usability and incorporation of transient
resources is detailed in Section III. In realizing this paradigm,
we present the optimization problem in Section IV to find the
optimal mapping of functional requirements to the deployed
networks, under the dynamicity and cost constraints of
transient resources. Finally, Section V demonstrates a use case.
II.

MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

This work builds upon the resource re-use paradigm
presented in [1]. The paradigm realizes a WSN (or a group of
WSNs thereof) as resources serving a set of functional
requirements, set by (possibly multiple) applications. However,
a significant number of resources may exist beyond the
traditional static deployment of WSNs, as highlighted in Fig. 1.
As such, this work adopts the paradigm presented in [1] and
extends it to cater for the dynamicity and resourcefulness of
what we refer to as transient resources. The view of
applications as a set of functional requirements, with specific
attributes coupled with that of the resources on which it would
run, is also adopted. Hence, the details of this aspect would
spare the space-constrained presentation of this work.
The notion of optimizing performance and reducing the
cost of delivering a service over multiple networks has been
presented by Taha et al. [4]. Much work has been presented in
dynamic reprogramming of WSNs, and the dissemination of
updated firmware on nodes to re-assign tasks or improve
performance. However, in most cases their motivation was
revamping firmware; often improving operational efficiency
and adapting network topology to the available nodes [5].
The scope of improvement we aim for stems from a
different problem. The issues at hand are not scarcity of nodes
nor operational efficiency alone; but the utilization of resources
currently in a field of deployment. This stands out from
traditional approaches of utilizing only what the network could
offer, to what resources the network could utilize and when.
Two main tracks of research have probed dynamicity in
WSNs. The first is dynamic reprogramming, which entails
updating the software on SNs post deployment. The second
views sensor nodes as service-providing entities, and probes
their discovery and usability as the main enablers. The
remainder of this section elaborates on these two tracks.

Figure 1. Contributors to the pool of resources for cross utilization
over multiple WSNs; where the “transient” are the focus of this paper

A. Dynamic reprogramming
This approach often views a WSN as a group of
homogenous nodes, with static resources, which are governed
by a given set of protocols. Over its lifetime, this WSN could
witness modifications in operation, studied for software bugs
and changes in requirements and many other factors that affect
its running protocols. As such, dynamic re-programming is
aimed at (mostly remotely) changing the software running
these nodes [4]. Among the many challenges in this domain,
efficient dissemination of updated software, and ensuring
atomic and consistent updates, are two major issues.
B. Service Oriented WSNs
The mass of literature on services in wireless and wired
networks, with major advancements in telecommunications and
web-services, steered a considerable amount of attention
towards approaching WSNs as a group of service enablers [6].
Thus, having a pre-defined set of protocols that enable service
discovery, authentication and usage charging, these protocols
could be adopted in a WSN setting to sustain a given
application(s). However, major issues arise in control overhead
in probing all these nodes as service providers, and the constant
querying and processing entailed. In fact, as WSNs are quite
specifically tailored to their design goals, little performance
gain would result from migrating to a generic platform that
incurs significant control and static moderation in its operation;
in addition to the added nodal processing and storage duties.
III. TRANSIENT RESOURCES
It is imperative to understand the operation of a WSN as a
set of distinct resources in this paradigm; each with a given set
of attributes. While resources are traditionally coupled with
SNs, the definition of what a resource could encompass is
larger than that. This work investigates specific attributes
relating to the special case of transient resources; highlighting
their utility, predictability and usage tradeoff that dictate the
efficiency of their utility.
A. Resource attributes
Many attributes dictate the utility of a resource in the
network, and how it could be adopted in protocols governing
its operation. A resource has a pre-known non-empty set of
functional capacities; not necessarily a sensing node.
In this paradigm, any functional capacity of a resource
should be weighed against its incurred costs of operation. Cost
here should be an aggregation of many factors, depending on
the pool from which this resource is utilized; referring to the
three main resource pools depicted in Figure 1. The main
attributes of a resource in this paradigm have been highlighted
in earlier work [1], in terms of 6 major abstractions
representing their functional capacity facilitating functional
mapping of applications to resources.
They encompass functional capabilities, the associated
levels of operation and the power consumption of each
resource. For example, a camera could – functionally – take
pictures and videos; the levels of operation would dictate image
resolution, frames per second, etc. Also, the location of a
resources, its duty cycling scheme, and region of fidelity in
which it could be utilized (an abstraction of coverage).
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These constitute resources pertaining to static WSNs in
general. We thus elaborate on the specific attributes, in addition
to the aforementioned, that pertain to dynamic resources that
“pass-by” the region of deployment; the transient ones.
B. Transient Resources – A special case
The true potential of transient resources stems not only
from their pervasiveness and functional capabilities, but also
from the predictability of attributes, and density of presence, a
significant pool would possess. The term transient reflects the
limit on the duration this resource could be visible/utilized by
the network components. Such resources are typically
abundant. For urban WSN deployments, transient resources
could be high-end vehicles, pedestrians with smart-phones and
industrial sensors deployed in various settings.
The main attributes of a transient resource, requiring further
understanding in this special case, are depicted in Figure 2. The
remainder of this section elaborates upon these attributes. It is
important to note that other resource attributes are inherited
from t in Section III.A, and detailed in [1].
1) Spatial properties
One of the most critical attributes of a transient resource is
its location. Therefore, we list three methods to assign a
relative location to a transient resource; facilitating feasibility
calculations in utilizing them.
The first method is locating the resource relative to the
nearest sink, in number of hops over intermediate
(communicating) nodes; hence only serving a relative location.
An imperative deduction thus brings the second relative
method, the association of this resource with the network in
terms of its connectivity degree. That is, its location is merely a
measure of where the resource would benefit the network, i.e.
the nodes in its vicinity that could access its functionalities
and/or facilitate them for the network (connect them).
A different method would find an absolute position in the
network, in terms of longitude and latitude readings, e.g. using
a GPS unit. The obvious limitation is the availability of such
units on transient resources. Yet, much has been discussed in
adopting anchor/seed points which have such units – thus
known locations – and approximating the positions of other
communicating objects by measuring received signal strength
indicators (RSSI) for trilateration, with their limitations [7].

2) Temporal properties
The major characteristic of a transient resource is the
limited time it offers for the network to utilize its
functionalities. The limitation in time could rise from physical
disappearance from network vicinity, or duty cycling to cater
for applications. Thus, understanding the temporal properties
and properly calibrating them for such resources are vital.
Sojourn time identifies the duration, in milliseconds, in
which a resource will maintain its location. This directly
depends on the method adopted for determining location
(Section III.B.1). Hence, if location is a measure of relative
hop-count, then sojourn time extends for as long as this count is
maintained. However, sojourn time is only deemed effective by
considering availability, hence the importance of duty cycling.
3) Mobility models
More determinism and stability could be introduced in the
mapping problem when resources follow a predictable mobility
model. That is, if the trajectory of a transient resource is known
a priori, the current network and mapping scheme, by which
applications are assigned to resources, could be improved.
Although much has been studied in this domain under delay
tolerant networks (DTNs), the notion of predicating mobility
for enhanced operation remains important and ever growing
with limitations [8]. A major issue is adopting such models in
harsh environments, where predictability is mostly violated.
4) Usage cost
An important issue in implementing this paradigm would
be the intuitive question “why would a transient resource
(device) offer its resources in the first place”? To fully
understand the scope of this question, it has to be expanded
beyond the direct currency association. Clear metrics need to
be identified for energy overhead, maintaining security, offloading of tasks (internal to device and network), and time
latency (required to complete a task on a resource).
These are to be determined for both the transient resource
and the network. For example, the transmission overhead for
sending a large data packet for processing on a more capable
transient resource with a high-end controller, might outweigh
the cost of carrying it internally in the network. Hence, the
utility of the transient resource for the network would decrease.
Determining usage costs and contribution of a transient
resource could be calibrated in the following main schemes.
a) Pre-determined units
This approach employs a one-to-one scheme of assigning
cost units to the aforementioned aspects of utilizing a resource.
That is, carrying out a set of tasks T on resource r would entail
e units of energy, d units in compensation of time, s units for
maintaining secure transmission and operation, b units
reflecting the number of bits transmitted and c units for the cost
determined for carrying it out. Thus, a static assignment of such
values would determine the total cost C for a transient resource
r carrying out T by ࢘ = σ௧݁ ் א + ݀ + ݏ + ܾ + ܿ .

Figure 2. Major attributes of transient resources contributing to WSN
pool of resources, in extension to static WSN resources (Section III.A)

However, this summation for Cr is a rather simplistic case,
assuming that such costs are derived from static pre-set
measures. Realistically, devices bearing such resources would
be less likely to offer them as their remaining energy drops. i.e.
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Figure 3. Use case demonstrating the utilization of a transient resource (smart phone) in a multi-application WSN before, during and after it enters network
region; considering the task of relaying messages. In the first round (࣎ ) the network has allocated its tasks among the sensors of both networks (marked in blue
and red circles). In ࣎ when the smart phone is in the region, functional allocation exploits its relaying capability. Finally, when it leaves in ࣎ , the network
reallocates tasks to the available nodes; now opting for the previously more expensive option of relying via a near by Wireless Access point (WAP).

the assignment of a value e for a given T would change over
time. Similarly, regions witnessing degrading communication,
the cost assigned to d, s and b would vary significantly.
Hence, we cater for a dynamic allocation of costs per each
task by coupling it with the evaluation at the beginning of each
independent round. The notion of a round and how it is catered
for in the model is formally defined in Section IV. Informally,
we aim for dissecting the operational life cycle of the network
at hand in rounds/cycles, denoted by Ĳ which introduces to eq.
(1) the variance in each of the aforementioned costs over their
functional lifetime. That is, running the same T on R at
different rounds (different Ĳ) could yield different Cr values.
Since a given set of tasks T might require more than one round
to complete, during which the value of each cost may change,
we introduce the time-sensitive value for ࢘ as ࢘࣎ as:
ఛഁ

ܥఛ = 

 ݁ఠ + ݀ఠ + ݏఠ + ܾఠ + ܿఠ 




ఠୀ ఛഀ ௧ ் א

for a given number of rounds defined as ߬ = ߬ఈ െ ߬ఉ . To
enable the comparison across different resources, the
constituents of the utility function in (1) are normalized in
[0,1]; dividing each by its relative maximal value.
a) Bartering scheme
A transient resource would utilize network resources in
return of offering its own. In most cases, the network would
have more resources in aggregation, yet the transient resource
could append to the network useful functionalities. Thus, a
deterministic bartering scheme could be set for the device
representing the transient resource to decide on how much
functional trade it is willing to practice.
IV.

DYNAMIC OPTIMAL MAPPING

dynamicity is to be catered for, further magnified by the region
of deployment and the type of application; which could dictate
a wide range of rates of change in topology and resources.
Thus, only dynamic mapping schemes would be feasible.
In our approach, we adopt variable rounds (of time), in
which the network analyzes available resources R and
functional requirements F of applications A, and perform
optimal mapping (ࡲ ՜ ࡾ). Round time should cater for the
anticipated arrival and sojourn rates of transient resources, to
capture their utility while in network vicinity. For example,
when a smart phone with strong transceiver capacity is to pass
in a given network region. A static round time would result in
many “missed” resources and allocations to resources that are
no longer available/accessible. Thus, a round
spans a
predetermined duration (milliseconds) during which (1) the set
of resources and their attributesare determined, (2) optimal
mapping of F ՜ R is carried out, and the tasks run until the
round time is over.
We hereby present an optimal mapping approach, based on
a Linear Programming formulation of the assignment process
of applications to resources, as highlighted in section III.
Without loss of generality, we assume a centralized controller
which has accessibility to the sink(s) in the current WSN
deployment. A controller is a (possibly group of) physical
entity in the WSNs deployment, with fixed access to all sinks
controlling WSN operation. It overlooks the collection of
resource attributes in the network; updated before each round.
Note that multiple controllers could be spread out over the
network to aid dynamicity, yet the limitation on simultaneous
and synchronous updates holds.
Thus, the centralized controller aims at maximizing the
number of functional requirements met by the WSN, given R at
every round ࢚࣎ denoted as Functional Utility (FU) in

Traditionally, optimal mapping would occur predeployment since most of the constituents of the network
would be static [2]. In our paradigm however, significant
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maximize

 = ܷܨ ݂ × ߛ


(2)

࣎
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1

20
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45
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4

45
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80

5

65

75

85

6

85

90

95

WAP

80

80

80

cell

N/A

40

N/A

Total cost
resource

packets generated by all nodes in network back to either of the
sinks, as they communicate to a centralized controller.
In the vicinity of the two networks, a wireless access points
(WAP) resides with a given nominal cost, that (due to its static
design) do not change over rounds. However, all other nodes in
the network, subject to depletion in energy and overload in
relaying messages witness a decrease in resource availability
and thus the incurred cost of transmission increases. Figure 4
depicts the associated costs for each resource across rounds Ĳ0
to Ĳ2 including those of nodes and the smart phone (cell) and
WAP. Note that the cell is only accessible in the second round.
Nodes are numbered from left to right then top to bottom.
Finally, as the centralized controller re-assess the available
࣎
resources and the ࢘ ܒincurred by utilizing each resource,
optimal assignment caters for minimizing the total cost of
carrying out all tasks, thus maximizing FU from eq. (2). The
selected resources in each round are highlighted in Fig. 4.

Figure 4. Cost of utilizing each resource as relay over rounds ߮ = 100

Where ࢽ holds the weight factor associated with each
functional requirement in F. That is, in more critical
applications, some functionalities would gain a higher
importance in allocation deemed by its weight. subject to
constraints on the resources available, namely the Cost of usage
per resource:
(3)
ܥ ܴ א ݎ   ߪ
where, using (1) for the range of rounds required  ߬:
ఛഁ

࢘  =

߮ ۓ
ۖ݉ܽ × ܥݔ
۔
ۖ
ە

 ݁ఠ + ݀ఠ + ݏఠ + ܾఠ + ܿఠ

if ݎ  אTR

ఠୀ ఛഀ ௧ ் א

ߜ × ࣎௧ × ߮

(4)

o.w.

Since these factors are all normalized, and assigned individual
weights to reflect their prioritization, the final divisor of ݉ܽܥݔ
ensures all values fall in the range of (0, ߮]. Also, ࢾ࢚ is the
cost incurred by running task ࢚ on a non-transient (local)
network resource ri defined as the normalized aggregation of
communication ܿపƴ and processing పƴ :
ߜ௧ =

ܿపƴ + పƴ
݉ܽߜݔ

USE CASE

Our paradigm caters for dynamicity at many levels. That is,
in how resources are selected, how they contribute to the
resource pool, the allocation process, re-allocation over rounds,
types of transient resources catered for and running over
multiple WSNs. In this use case we abstract some of these
approaches, especially as they have been highlighted in [1], and
focus on the dynamic adaptation and utilization of transient
resources. The functional requirement demonstrated is relaying

CONCLUSIONS

It is imperative to observe two prominent bottlenecks in
WSN performance that have been hidden in the inherited
design assumptions from MANETs and earlier WSNs. Namely,
the underutilization of resources in the vicinity of a given WSN
deployment, when considering the possibility of VHs and
heterogeneous access networks. We hereby presented a
framework that capitalizes on the paradigm of utilizing all
resources that are probe-able in the vicinity of a WSN, and
extended the work to cater for the resource-rich devices that
offer a multitude of resources as they pass-by WSNs. We
presented a framework to assess, identify and incorporate the
utility of transient resources in a dynamic environment to
optimally allocate applications to resources across multiple
networks. This paradigm scales to cater for dynamicity in
topology and varying nodal density as well as availability.
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